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Chapter 2035 The Might Of The God Of War

what?

“War God in the army, Ye Qingtian?” Mark’s expression changed abruptly after hearing
this.

The original deep eyes also made waves at this moment.

If one person wants to represent the Vietnamese martial arts, then this person is no
doubt Ye Qingtian!

Ye Qingtian’s name, not to mention that in the Vietnamese martial arts world, it is in the
global martial arts world, that is like thunder.

Back then, if the changes in Chumen weren’t for Ye Qingtian, he would lead the six
pillars of the country to resist the people of Chumen from outside the country.

Otherwise, today’s Huaxia martial arts, I am afraid that it is already the world of
Chumen.

You know, in today’s world, the martial arts of many countries are controlled by the
Chumen.

Like Australia in the southern hemisphere, as well as Vietnam’s neighboring cold
countries, the martial arts of these countries were completely beaten by Chumen.

In the end, I had to bow my head to Chumen!

Nowadays, in Australia, cold countries and other countries, there are still branches of
Chumen stationed in the territory. The good name is to maintain the security of the local
martial arts, but the actual purpose is to master the martial arts power of the country.

It is precisely because of the great achievements of the god of war Ye Qingtian that he
has just forged his supreme majesty in the Vietnamese martial arts world.

The six pillar nations are all headed by them.

As early as when Mark first entered the martial arts, he had heard this person’s name.



Even now Mark can’t guarantee that he will be Ye Qingtian’s opponent in his heyday!

What’s more, now that Mark’s injuries have not healed, this strength is naturally
incomparable with Ye Qingtian.

“But, good point, what did Ye Qingtian want to do with me?” “Could it be that my identity
has been exposed?” During this time, Mark has deliberately concealed his true identity
of Brian Chu.

Now that the Chu family is searching for him all over the world, Mark will naturally not be
too high-profile to show his face as Brian Chu before his strength is completely restored.

Therefore, if the identity is really revealed, Mark must prepare early.

In the end, Mark passed Lu Tianhe.

One was curious about what Ye Qingtian came from, and the other was that Mark had
long wanted to meet the patron saint of Vietnam.

He has always been curious about what kind of person this legendary Ye Qingtian is.

Soon, Lu Tianhe took Mark to an empty field with no one everywhere.

In the field, a white-clothed man stood proudly with his hand.

If you say that some people are standing there, it is like a stone.

And this person standing there is heavy and majestic, like a mountain!

This is the momentum.

There is no need to deliberately reveal, the real strong only needs to stand there to deter
one party.

Almost instantly, Mark judged that the man in white clothes in front of him was the God
of War, Ye Qingtian!

“General Ye, I brought Mr. Chu for you.”

Seeing this person, Lu Tianhe bowed in honorifics from a distance.

The white-clothed man did not speak for a long time, but only returned a good word.

However, at the moment when his words fell.

Suddenly, there was a violent wind in all directions.



Immediately afterwards, a mighty coercion was released.

The next moment, just heard a bang.

The man in front, punched out.

The horror fist is strong, which brings up the monstrous energy.

Like a huge boulder entering the sea, the whole world is boiling instantly.

When Lu Tianhe saw this, he was shocked, his old eyes widened.

“God!” “Is this the power of the God of War?” “Just one punch, will the situation change
dramatically?”
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As the saying goes, I have seen the vastness of the sea and I know my insignificance.

Now, after seeing the power of the real strong, Lu Tianhe only knew how insignificant his
own strength was compared to them.

“Huh?” When Lu Tianhe was shocked and trembling, Mark frowned, and hostility
immediately appeared in his eyebrows.

Because Ye Qingtian’s punch was clearly directed at him.

At that moment, Mark’s face was solemn.

Regardless of other things, the Yundao Tianjue in his body surged crazily, and the
majestic power immediately gathered towards the arms.

Then, he curled his five fingers together, punched hard, and then shot it.

No retreat, no fear, facing the attack of Vietnam’s strongest, Mark directly resisted with
the most violent posture and the most primitive means!

Bang~ I just heard a bang and two punches, and they ran into it immediately.

Amidst the deafening roar, violent winds swept like waves from the center of the collision
towards all directions.

The boulder burst and the vegetation flew.

The entire training ground seemed to be lifted up.



When Lu Tianhe was killed, he was directly shocked and flew far away.

Finally, the fist was gone.

Here the storm also disappeared.

Under the sky, the majestic man stood proudly with his hands in his hands, fluttering in
white.

Like a generation of knights, elegant and romantic, not moving the slightest.

But Mark, naturally, was not so calm.

Bang bang bang bang~ I just heard a burst of low and loud noises.

Mark stepped on the ground and retreated again and again.

With every step back, a gully blasted under my feet.

As the rubble was splashing, Mark retreated ten steps before unloading his fist and
stabilizing his figure.

“Hahaha~” “Good, good.”

“My punch is for the King of Fighters Mo Gucheng to pick it up. I have to take at least
three steps back.”

“And you, a martial artist, young junior, can actually block my punch. Only ten steps
back.”

“Now you, even if your strength is not as good as the titled grandmaster, you are still not
equal to the top ranking of the Huaxia Grandmaster list!” After a brief encounter, there
was a laughter between heaven and earth.

I saw the man in white, looking at Mark, nodding his head in praise and admiring.

Looking at Mark’s gaze, he was filled with relief and appreciation.

“I really didn’t expect that my Huaxia really had a rare martial arts genius.”

“The younger generation is terrible, but the younger generation is terrible.”

Ye Qingtian’s hearty laughter couldn’t help but echo.

Yes, with the punch just now, Ye Qingtian was not hostile, it was purely a test of Mark.



A few months ago, Ye Qingtian had heard that in the battle of Dongchang Lake, there
was a young master who defeated the Japanese sword god Mochizuki.

Ye Qingtian was still a little skeptical at the time, and now after a try, he found that Mark
was even more enchanting than he thought.

He thought that even if Mark really had the strength of a grandmaster, he would be
comparable to the ninth and tenth person on the grandmaster list.

But after the confrontation just now, Ye Qingtian discovered that Mark’s strength was
only one step away from the realm of the titled master.

Of course, in addition to testing Mark’s fictitious reality, another purpose was to test
whether this Mark was Brian Chu, who had previously shaken the world.

Obviously, this Mark is not Brian Chu!

After all, Brian Chu must be the realm of the titled grandmaster if he can destroy the
Japanese nation with his own power.

And the young man in front of him is only in the realm of grandmaster.

Therefore, the gap above the realm allowed Ye Qingtian to completely dispel the
suspicion before.

“In this way, Brian Chu really fell on the banks of the sun~” Ye Qingtian couldn’t help but
sighed long.
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